After the chaos of the last few years, everyone is craving a good night of sleep in a cosy bedroom
design like this one, which encourages us to enjoy lovely, sweet dreams every night.
This one-of-a-kind space radiates joy with its eclectic feeling brought by a selection of all of the
beautiful Domkapa’s products to offer. In this bedroom, colour has the power to change the world.

The briefing was simple: beautiful hues of natural light, with some biophilic elements and warm
tones to make it exhale comfort. That is when we thought of one of our favourite beds from the new
collection: Kelsi Bed.
Kelsi Bed is anything but ordinary. It features special details that make a difference in every
room it is in. As we usually say: it is the representation of the passion for craftsmanship and detailed
stitching.
It can be easily placed as a statement piece in a bedroom as it can complement other pieces
without ever being too much. Kelsi has an outstanding, rich design, especially for its wingback
headboard and, of course, the two large, padded cushions supported by two lavish metallic tubes.
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Supporting the exclusive sense of Kelsi, Panton Side Table was chosen because it creates a
unique harmony in the bedroom. This table has the possibility to fit in every room for different functions
and that’s what makes it so magical.
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Panton and its curvaceous design offer functionality over generous shapes and some details of
stainless steel that embellish it even more. Available in a coffee table version, this side table will take
every decor to another level.
For additional seating, we just could not forget
about Ruth and its extraordinary comfort. Ruth
Armchair

combines

elegance

and

comfort,

contrasts finishes and materials, high resistance
and slender design. It is unique and perfect even for
those lovely Christmas nights full of love with your
friends and family. In the summer, you can relax
with Ruth after alfresco dining. And, suddenly,
everything is amazing just the way it is. That is the
feeling that Ruth Armchair provides in seconds,
and you can extend it with the chair version as well.

A little more greenery was placed in this bedroom so we could contrast the outside and the
inside in the same space, increasing the connection with nature that is sustained also by some large
breaches of light.
Real or artificial, everyone is looking for bringing the outside in, using some biophilic-inspired
elements which can elevate your space right away. That was the way we followed this year’s trend turning
it into something timeless.
Feel the warm and cosy atmosphere this bedroom design brings you and let yourself be inspired!
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